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197,-.

Is Away
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspa
per

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In

The County
t,United Press

Lodge Takes
On Big Job
With Soviets
te,

ostessions but his
vn cart as killing
;ainst the French.
tonal Soundphoto)

IN OUR lt.th, YEAR

James Parker To
Head Woodcraft
Sportsmen's Club

•••••11!

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, August 30, 1955

Ike Ignores
Attack Ear
T0 UN Tlk
a s

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

CRASHED HEAD-ON, SIX KILLED ON TURNPIKE

Vol. LXXVI—No. 206

Apparent Unity Announced By
State Democrats After Meet

James A. Parker of Murray ha.s
been appointed director of a Boy,
of Woodcraft Sportsmen's Club
•
for buys 8 to 16 years old being
LOUISVILLE, Aug. 30 uP- open throughout the campaign.
organized at Cuidwater.. His
apThe appeal for party unity, which
Other committee appointmerta
By BRUCE W. MUNN
pointment was announced by BuBy WARREN DUFFEE
supporters of Democratic guberna- included: finance. Humphreys and
Cattail Press Staff Correspondent ford Hurt, West
Kentucky state United Press Staff
torial
nomiree
(larrespondent
A: B. Chandler Jesse Lindsay. Ghent; speakers,
li NATIONS, NY. ilit --, manager of the
Woacknen of the
DENVER, Aug_ 30 'IA -7-President
issued after victory in the August Japes F
Gordon. Madisonville.
disarmament ex pezt World Life Insurame
Society.
Eisenhow
er
appeared
primary, was apparently answered and state Att. Gen. J. D Buckman
mere con. Stassen today took over
Mr. Parker, a Woodmen field
cerned
over
United
Nations disarat a meeting of the Democratic Jr ; labor. Bert Kiser, Olive Hill,
the Sob of persuading the Saviets reprcaentative, has
been active in mament talk, in
New York today
State Central Executive Committee Joe Bates, Greenup, and Sam
to approve President Eisenhower's 4-H Club
work. He will be assisted than
"give-ern
-hell" attacks on his
here Monday.
military inspection plan
Ezelle, Louisville; agrf'culture, Laby Robert L Bazzell and Revel
person by former President TruThe fi ve- napon U.N. d iaarma - Haneline. both
ban Jackson. Shelby County, and
of Murray.
The
committe
in
e,
after
hearing
man.
ment
f
sdananitlee was to open directing the club's
Ben Adams, Hopkinsville: young
activities. Mr.
Chandler ask that "antagonisms
The President kept in close con,
Inche
Democrats. Joe Arnold and Foster
session of its current Haneline also will
serve as the tact with the UN. subcommi
and
aniinosite
created
s"
in
the Ockerman, both of
Milksttee.
afternoon.
Lexington; and
club's financial secretary.
primary be forgotten, followed his
session in New' York. He voiced
Thus far, there was no _indicaveterans. Charles Blackburn, Ver•
District Manager T. C. Collie
recommen
dation
appointe
and
hopes Monday that the big power
d Jo- sailles, Bosco Murray.
tion of Soviet reaction to Mr El- and Mr
EltzabethParker will enroll memseph T. Leary, Frankfort. and its town,
disarmament talks could produce
senhowess plan for an exchange ber,. The
and John Darnell, Frank:club will receive its prarticul
chairman
. Robert Humphreys. Fran- fort.
results toward "an easof
ry blueprints and aerial charter when
it has a minimum ing of tensions
kfort, as co-chairmen of the Deand the heavy burin
n of each other's territory of twenty members
.
mocratic campaign for the Novemdens of arra.ment."
United States and Russia.
Y
In meetings in the Coldwate
r
ber election
"I sincerely trust that the subador Henry Cabot Lodge School, the boys
will receive in- committee meeting
will be marked
is
a dosed session of the dis- struction in
the proper, safe use by the
It also named Mrs. Ben Kilgore.
same spirit of frankne.Fs
a
it subcommittee Monday of firearms
and rifle marksman- and cooperati
Franklin, as chairwoman, and Lt.
on 'which typified the
that 13-1• United States was "pre- ship. Other
club activitie; will ato meeting
Gov. Emerson "Doc" Beauchamp
at Geneva." ' Mr. Eisena Pared t put the plan immediately elude fishing.
fly and
and Robert Hensley as chairmen
b-assbug hower said
."into
ect as between ourselves tying. 3tudy of wildlife,
of organization for the campaign
aariserva-Soviet Union"
lion of natural resources, accident
Sure Of Practical Results's Arkady A. Sobolev. re- prevention and first
Leary and Humphreys server
If ao, the Chief Executive said.
aid.
'MASHED REMAINS of what once was an automobile are scattered In foreg-round,
the Kremlin's professed.
This is the third B.O.W. Sports- "I am sure thrt the
and second auto,
as co-chairmen and Mrs Kilgore
disarmament
!early demolished, is In background in this Pennsylvania turnpike scene
• to "strengthen peace and men's Club to
near Carlisle where six peras chairwoman of iThandlefs pribe organized 1SS subcommittee work In the end
can
sona were killed. One body lies on pavement at left. Bodies of the six killed
international tension," urged Kentucky. The others
and two injured were scatmary cameaian in which Hensley
are in Cra- produce
practical
results'
that
tered
for
200
feet.
Police
H. Glenn Doran, President, Peosaid auto driven by Wendell Paulick, Pittsburgh, ran out of control and
t Soviet disarmament pro- ton and Pikeville.
took an active part. Beauchamp
There .are about should lead ..to an easing 'o( teneraahed
head-on
into
car driven by Tore Anderson. Glen Rock, N. J.
on the subcommittee and 400 clubs in the
Internale:mai Soundphoto)
opposed Chandler and supported ples Bank. announced today that
country with over sions and the heavy burden of iirHarvey Etas has been appointed
20.000 boys ennolled. E E. "Blue' rnament that
his opponent Bert T Combs along
the world is present•The next step is now up to the Howell, former
with Gov. Lawrcnee W Wetherby, the Bank's Farm Representative.
All-Amaican and ly carrying."
'Nestitirn powers"
Mr. Ellis, the son of Mr and Mrs
later football coach at Kansas State
Ecn Earle C Clements, Sen. Alber.
Mr. Eisenhower. mixing rest and
I
10,.
e om
Duncan Ellis. was born and raised
f otved
theofeback- College. Louisiana and Yale
W. Bart*" and other state aduni- golf with busines• on his Colorado
on a farm in the South Pleasant
he crucial
versities.
is national
ministration officials.
activities vacation. was reposteeto be hopGrove Community. In 1937, he
ofa statement of the director
ing for signs that the Sovaet Union
By ALINE MOSBY
n position at the two and
SYDNEY. Australia. Aug 30 'IP
United Press Hollyssood Writer
would at least thav somewhat in
— Leary said that telegrams- were graduated from Hazel High School.
__ true ope,n i rig session and
4..pitr.)tim runaway plane terroriz- receiyed....nonday_ Iron) CI,erp.enta and. in 1941 received his B fa. De,
•-itrumposirtirmatrt
rei" -HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 30 IIP s
agen. Mr. Euenhnwers pered the heavily populated seaside and Rep Frank L. Chelf pledging gree in Agriculture from the Uni.
exchanging military "blueprints"
assistant on disarmament,
Dick Hames. crying unashamedly.
resorts north of Sydney for two their full Support to the campaign. versity of Kentucky. After graduatBut in. direct contrtst to the
e lead
insisted today he still &mkt know
hours and 45 minutes today before Beauchamp told tke committee, "I
President's intc sat was the chilly
Stissen arid Scibolev met privatewhy Rita Hayworth' left home but
an Australian navy -pilot shot it thought I was a Pete fair pickiest
White Rowe attitude on certunent
-le 4- Ier the•seenrseiniMre in.2bIre
"If she doessit come back
ackt
pelltieles apin 'you 'bo's taught r
In1i two sieve-ern.
. Aug 30 dh -Ken- iOWT1 6ka miles at sta.
•s
is
at ranch Monday It was not
go On.'
'se441,
14-...msetilbgellhell- attacks an' the President and
401+1.:
chide r
+1314
tneittn what they di cussed.
The
euTtaWay.
a
single
engine
Approximately 150 persons gath- his administration
line for the patty's 'EcenTrices ur.
The much-troubled singer has age will get free shots of Salk four passenger Auster similar
* Ledge put before the subcom- ered on the lawn of
to the November elpction
the Memorial
No Additional Comment
' survived' battles with the irrunigraa polio vaccine paid for by an $800.- U.S. Air Force spotter planes,
mittee, cemposed of the United Baptist Church in
took
a fellowship
White }Sou •e Press Secretary lion service, income
tax depart- 000 government appropriation un- off from Bankstown Airport 20
States, lintain, France. Canada dinner in honor
Former Sen. Thomas 41. Underof Rev S E. Jaraes C Hagerty indicated there ment, creditors, three
ea-wives der a pnagram approved by the miles south of Sydney when its wood. Lexington. said, "I am a
and Russia details of the Eisen- Byler and family,
who will leave would be no additional comment and alimony courts
Kentucky Polio Advisory CommitBut today he
hower
pilot stepped nut to start the en- ing example that a does no good
plan,
which
yeas first soon for their new home in Mem- on Mr. Truman** seeand
att. ck sat alone and forlorn in the cou- tee here Monday
broached at the Big Four Summit phis.
gine by swinging the propeller
to get the nomination and lose the
Monday night at Mackinac Island,1 ple's Malibu Beach home
and
inConference in Geneva.
The committee agreed that the
election. This is the best ticket
Rev Byler and family received Mien.
dkated
this
The
latest
Auster
blow
shot
across
has
the
done
run;
Under the aerial reconnaissance a number of gifts from
nominated in my recollection." He
vaccine would be ordered ba the
Mr. Eisenhower wcund up his him in.
the church
plan, he said, both the United and from individuals
state Department of Health and way, narrowly missing the pilot, promised to work for the election
in the church. Rolf Monday at Cherry Hills Counbuzzed
the
control
tower
at
14
or of Chandler and the Democratic
State, and RUSIIiii would be perRev. Byler will lead his last try Club just in time
"A man is only in love once." distributed to each Of Kentucky's
to escipe a
15 feet. circled Sydney while it ticket
mitted to send their own planes service at the church at
itaym'es said. "I'm 37 I've been 120 counties, on the basis of the
743 p.m. pelting hailstorm which
lashed
gained
altitude
and
then
headed
over each other's territory inasun- on Wednesday. Sunday
Rev. Ber- down micidenly upon the Denver in love with this girl for 18 years number of children in each county for the
Mrs. Lennie McLaughlin, execubeaches 14 miles to the
ta- flights.
nie Miller of the Kentucky Tem- gores.
You can't expect that to cool off
.
tive secretary of the Jefferson
Dr.
north
Pentti
U
pursued
Kokko,
by Royal Australian
director of
country would use its own perance League will fill the
very
fast
His links partners were Frank
County
Democratic
organization.
pulpit.
local health services for the state Air Force and navy planes
During Rev Byler's pastorate Leahy. former Notre
and photographic equipPledged the organization's support
DAT(' foot"If she divorces me. I don't Dacia rU-nen t of Health, said that
and personnel of the country here the Memorial membership has ball coach; Cherry
Aviation veterans were at a lob to Chandler. Climbs (tarried JefferHills pro Rip
knaw what
inspected would be aboard tripled with over one hundred Arnold, and Tom
do. I pcobably the prograrn should not be con- to explain
Belshe, retired wouldn't
how the light plane with son County and the 3rd District
fused with the series of free vactut
the
flight Each country would being baptiied.
bottle
of
sleeping
Army colonel and frequent golfing
no pilot and no automatic pilot by more than 12.000 votes largely
pills. but I'd feel pretty miser- cine shots sponsored by the Nae one or more airfields as
_
companion in Washington.
tional Foundation for Infantile could stay 'aloft so long and said because of support from the orof operations for inspecticiA
The President expected to put in
Paralysis
Under that program they could not recall it ever hao- ganization
by Ise other country's planes.
TO MAKE TRY'
a full week of Volt and business
Rep. William, H
Harvey Ellis
BowlTear-Swollen Eyes
eligible children
in
Kentucky pening elsewhere
The Soviet plan, outlined again
a this vacation headquarters here.
The plane's flight was so erratic ing Green. said. "There is tie
Rita. her eyes swollen from schools have received second round
by Elobolev. calls for stationing inBALTIMORE ale -Twelviayear- But another trout-fis
hing trip to weeping, left her secret hideaway shots of Salk vaccine.
that it outmaneuvered fast jet reason the Democratic nominee ing. he taught Vocational Aviculternational inspectors at railroads, old Gloria Locker-man, who has the Fraser.
Colo., rars.h of Aksel Monday to announce she
fighters while a flier carrying a should not win by 100.000 or more ture at Salem High School for
and
1,road junctions, sea and airports as spelled her way to $18.000 on a Nielsen. Denver
Kokko said that federal funds hand operated machinegun in a votes in the November election"
banker ard old Harries had separated "because
three years, before being inducted
I
a precaution against prepartions television quiz program, will go friend, was
will make it possible to purchase slow light plane was unable
regarded •a certainty in think it's in the best interests
There - still were evidence of the into the United States Army. Durto
of
for is surprise attack Aside from for the 02.000 question tonight, a the
near future.
Dick, myself and my children that about one million units of vaccine, draw a bead It was finally shot unhealed wounds from the pri- ing sixteen months overseas duty,
that. If it include.: the long-standing friend of the family said:
which will first be made available down by the combined efforts
------we think things out."
of mary Wetheiby sent a telegram Mr Ellis received the Purple Heart.
Soviet demand for immediate proThe friend is Mrs
D HeavenEDITH WE AK ENING
Her attorney. Samuel Zagon said for children in the one-to-nine two fast naval propeller-driven stating that he would be unable Upon his return, he was named
hibition of nuclear weapons and er. who bass on a farm adjuning
-there were no immediate plans for year vote). He added that after Seafury figloters which pursued it to attend the -meeting due to pre- Assistant County Agent of Graves
reduct
of all armed forces.
. the family home of Gloria's grandthey are inoculated the age group for nearly an hour
MIAMI
- -Hurricine Edith. divorce.
vious commitments, He has shied County He served in this position
parents, the Rev. and Mrs. Vivian weakening
but still a menace to
and finully
The red-haired film star will not would be raised to
away from any pledge to give during 1948 and 1947 He was then
•
.T Key'. at Gap Mills, W. Va. navigatio
to 20
n. raced today toward the appear 111 federal court this
promoted ,,to County Agent in WebChandler his active support.
mornGloria and her grandparents spent North 'Athint!c
shipping lanes far ing for the opening of .her breachLeary announced that Wetherby, ster County at Dixon, Kentucky,
the weekend at Gap Mills. return- at sea
"We'll try and give every child
-contract suit against Columbia
Combs and Rumsey Taylor, Combs' and served there for five years.
ing to Baltimore Monday.
an equal chance to get the vacTThe U.S Weather Bilieau.at Mi- Pictures Zagon planned
While County Agent. he trained
campaign chairman, had advised
to ask for cine," Kokko said.
Mrs. Heavener said Mrs. Keys ami warned
ships cf a lingeribg a postponement of the .‘uit.
him they would be unable to serve the State Champion Dairy Judging
told her it definitely was decided threat from
All children under 10 years of
the
75-m,le-p
er-hour
The condition of E. B Brandon,
The principal topic of Hollywood
on an executive committee which Team and the Slate Champion 4-H
that Gloria should try to double wind; roaring
age will be eligible for free vacin clusters of aquas gossip was why Rita left the
woo
injured last .. week in her
would be available for advice and Demonstration Team. in 1452. he
curly- cine Tho-,e who are able to pay
winnings on the program. The. near the center of
the
whirler.
a tree' • accident, is reported" to
haired crooner after sticking by
to furnish speakers for the cam- returned to Calloway County as
girl has lived with her grandparfor the inoculation may receive it
But Edith was no longer any him through two years
be innin•ving. according- to the ents
of troubles. from private physicians who will
Vocational Agriculture teacher of
paign.
since her parents were di- possible threat to
the
US.
main- Her friends said the actress "got
Murray Rcupital.
Leary said that Taylor informed Kirksey High School, where he was
vorced several years ago.
not charge for the vaccine but
land,
weatherm
en
said.
fed up. and now that he', working,
Mr. Rranclan guttered a broken
him he was accepting re-appoint- advisor of one of the outstanding
only for giving it. Children unable
Gloria, who someday hopes to beThe weather bureau said Edith she decided to pull
back, three bulten ribs and an come
out'
ment to the state Board of Educa- Future Farmer Chapters in West
to meet such a cost will be able
a teacher. has been named was heading
into
the open sep in
injured az
Dictatorial Attitude Blamed
The Murray High School Band tion. and therefore would
The Kirksey Chapter
an honorary teacher in the Balti- a north-nor
to obtain the shots from county
be un- Kentucky
theast to northeast diOthers blamed Haymes' "dictaHis
u Howard, whc, had left more city schoolis spansoring an ice cream supper able to serve on the committe
received the highest District rating,
health departments
system.
e
re:ction
about
15
miles pa- tv.ier
torial attitude and his desire to
gine rn
hag before the accident
night. September 1st. ,He added .that Chandler's. cam- that -of. Gold .Emblem. Members of
Kokko said the state health de- Thursday
run' her 'eareer."
virfollietuu, to his lariat. at Fort Leads,
partment 'had already placed or- from 6:30 to 9:00 o'clock, on the paign would be launched at a rally this Chapter were recognized thOther friends said Rita and Dick
Wadeg.gton. was located along the
Sept. 24. at the State Fair-grounds roughout the State as' producers
ders for 40,000 units of vaccine for campus of Murray High School,
"always
roulgrand got back to Murray
appeared
happy
Tickets are on sale at the follow- here, expected to draw 15.000 party and exhibitors of quality tobacco
and the program. He added that he
they'll pi:ably kiss and make
Sus*, merning. He will remain
stores:
ing
Lindsey's
Mr Ellis is married to the former
hoped the program could get unJewelers. members from al sections of KenDP. ,
hefe4th his wife, for anutaur ten
Ward-Elkins. 'Western Auto and tucky. Humphreys said that both Martha Nell Stark, daughter of
derway by late next month.
Hayrittlis today moved re,tlessly
or t
vs days.
Everett's
5 & 10 or may be pur- the Chandler <tate headquarters Mr and Mrs. Dumas Stark, Murray
The lone vote oast against the
around the beach home, furnished
federal appropriation for vaccine chased from members of the band. and the Demacratic State Campaign Route Four, and they have one
in early American style Dirty pots Monday
was by Han:
)
, Leiatitield, The tiCket price is 35 cents and Headquarters her,' would remain daughter. Vickie. who is eight years
and pans filled the sink. A child's
Louisville. representing the Ken- entitles the buyer to homemade
old
car seat had been tossed in one
tucky Pharmaceutical Association. ice cream and cake Pop corn. Fold
Mr Ellis is
member of the
corner. A carter pot was left on
State Health Commissioner Dr. drinks and ice cream cones will
First Methodist Church in Murray.
the kitchen stove
Bryce Underwood said that the also be sold.
He is past President of the CalloThe singer picked up a newsEntertainment for the evening
program has "no place in there for
way County Agriculture Council.
paper and gazed sadly at a picture
private enterprise as repre,
He -will start his duties with
unted will be furnished by the Murray
of Rita on the front page.
The first quarterly ,.•qaference
by the pharmacists.- Rut he said, High Band Members of the band,
for the First Methodlist Church the Bank immediately and will be
"Isn•t she beautiful? The most
"Control of this disease is involved under the direction of Mr. Irvin
will eonvene on Wedne day night. happy for any of his friends to
beautiful woman in the world." he
here. We're to save lives."
Gilson, have just completed a very
August llat, at 730 o'clock. The call upon him for assistance.
said.
successful week of training at The
-quarterly conference is composed
band camp told at Murray State
est Kentucky ---- Rather
FIVE DAY FORECAST
•II"
of
officials
of
the
church
BRIDE
inKILLED
do
College. All members are enthuwith showers and scatterBy United Press
cluding elcctei stswards. ex-ofKentucky --Temperatures for siastic over their work for the
nderstormi
ed
ending
this
ficio stewardalrustces, and general
WILLIST
ON;
N D iP - Rep. the' five - day period. Wednesd
Generally fair and coolcoming
year
and
are striving to officiala of the church.
ay
Usher Burdick Ji-ND watched as through Sunday,
This does
afternoon, tonight
will average three raise enough money to attend the not
and
mean that the conference is
his bride of one month was killed to
grestililliday. High today 84, low tofive degrees below the seasonal Kentucky State Fair in Louisville
not open to any %oho desire to
in ii fall from a horse Monday.
William Walters of 1247 Howard
normal of 74 degrees for Ken- on September 12.
night '114
COme.
Mrs. - Burdick. a novice rider, tucky Rather cool
Avenue, Muskegon. Michigan was
Kehturky Weather Summary
Wednesday and
All patrons of .the school are
The
quarterly
inferenc
was
e
will
be arrested this morning at 7:30 for
thrown_ from a hqrse on the Thursday. warmer
Mode, te -hien-witty except- ritith
_
Friday andioaol- unseal to attend
tee- -rream- 'ratted ti "crderallte— digtfiel paining a school bus on the Haifa
Burdick ranch near here when the er toward the
In ea, or section. southwesterly
end of the week. supper and support the Murray superintendi•nt
-of
the Paris Dis- highway while it was
animal , made a sharp turn She Showers extreme
loading
windls
, to 20 miles per hour
eastern section at High Band
aaseseallIn•
trict, the Rev. Walter Mischke, children
suffered a broken neck, a skull the beginning of
east; 10 to 15 in west.
the period and
The
band
has
little
regular
inRev.
Paul
T.
Lyle*.
pastor of the
fracture, and brain hemorrhage.
Sheriff' Brigham Futrell said
some chance of scattered showers come and is in need
around the state Monday
of money church, urges 'fifty, :number of the that . Walters
WASHINGTON TRANSIT workers wave as test vehicle leaves car
The 76-year-old congressman was about Friday. Total rainfall
told him that there
Includea - Bowling Green, Louisa
about with which to purchase uniforms, church and every
momber of the was no law in Michigan against
,barn at end of the 52-day strike, The strikers won a pay increase,
following in a cair an
witnessed 1-4 inch west and eentral section instruments,
Vnle at, i Paducah N, London N.
music.
apri
to
pay
church
for
to
curne
anti tarn wara onosai
and
see what the passing a school bus loading
the accident.
/Nit/ft./Omani Nnuminlinf n I
and 1-2 inch extreme east.
or
trips to other cities
church is doing.
discharging children.

Ag

Ime with electric
00 feet. Will sell
-tome in Training
Tocated on Well
in every respect,
sacrifice for only
own.
ited near college,
ou can purchase
own payment and
outh 11th Street.
! you are interest:e, investigate thisi
furnace, good gi
ly $7000.
lated throughout,
Z. Carter Elementh city sewerage.
ne running water
1, located on hard
)0.
Led on North 13th
iis lot has 96 foot
000.

Harvey Ellis
Named Farm
Representative

Haymes Cries As
Wife Goes To Mama

Church Honors
Pastor Who Is To
Leave This Week

STATE
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E. B. Brandon
45 Improving

Kids Under
Ten To Get
Free Shots

Pilotless Plane
Is Shot Down
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MHS Band To
Have Ice
Cream Supper
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• TIE LEDGER & TINES

Major 1Leagu Nichols In
Standing Trouble With
Caboose Men

MONDAY, AUGUST 29, 1955

t'S

re\

Aocordinz to old hub Spear's.
in an Army WAC when her diSeen at ▪ Romanoff's: Humana'.
man never Anew when he started
mensions were reported at 52-24-39. Seen at the Farmer's Market: A
a freight run whethet he wsulo
Then they discovered she'd been farmer.
P PVPLH
be gone a a•tylt, "or a couple or.
BY LEDGER
TIMIS PITSLISEINO COMPANY. bra
•
1
measured with her knaps.u.1 still
aweWallas flf Oh* Murray Ladder, !be Callaway fl.e
months"
on her bask.
sad The
'Mr.
Williams." noys the marl
Ibialoaarald. October 10. MR& and lb. WaN ILsatistidas.
ALWAYS RIAU( FOR
'
4lesssary
Beatty For TV?
from Montana, "advises that if
111.
Hollywood has made some picMr
Nichols would inspect the
tures you wouldn't go out of your
•-••••••41•4111••
.1AMIS C. WILLIAMS. INUEILMISER
undercarriage ta: the present day
house to see. New, thanks ta teleBs 1111117111111
ehboose he woad find few chanoes
vision, you don't have to.
IWO Dwarwe lb• riett to reject as: Advardebis. Letters W Iba
Made in the last half sentcoa. I
Its HARMAN W. NICHOLS
W Tubb* Voles items which la our 01/11Ilsa ass sot Ises
What with. Lassie, Rin
Tin,
would like to say. there lave been
Eritors Note: Aline Mosby is
heal
United Press Staff Correspondent
Flicka. Black Beauty and;. other
lalarast of our readers.
marry changes."
vacationing. TV
comely
wrier
L. Pct. GB oWASHINGTON 3/. - It wie‘ii't
;Seaman Jacobs. one of the writ- animals on TV, word comets that
RATIONAL REPRISKNTATIVES WAX LACR WITMER CO.
purpose when I wrote a story'
Took Moat Sunday Clothes
LER
err for the. new - Johnny • Carson CBS has hired Clyde Beatty as
Maroc Memphis, Tenn : 235 Perk Asa, New Tealc 101
t cabooses: In get mytelf - in
Spears. my defender. ""triS 'ntze ?show
8345 648
1110ab2pas Brooklyn -on CAS. offered to write a program director, lie doesn't have
the
middle
of
ams. mosso; ss Bolyetoa Itt_ Boston
a
hlissel
between
aneodote When the old tim- guest colunin of
Milwaukee
an office - just a whip and chair.
72 58 .554 12
exclusive
s
a
couple
of
old
railroad
men,
,.ell.wmt out...tney fetched along events -,exelusrve because news
Philadelphia
6983 .523 16Get Clark_ Gable to tall. you the
they
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New York
all
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Cleo Moore story that Morey Amti5 63 506 18 Sekund Clam Matter
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of
San Art,inio, Tex ._ who to-meeting cictnes. Never could
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65 68 48a 20,,
sterdam told him. Get Cleo Moore
raiz/oiled my statement that I olice tell when there would be a lay83 71 470 23
to tell you the Morey Amsterdam
By SEAMAN JACOBS
Staternrrrion narss: ay carrier I. Murray, par weakNa, pas Chicago
took a runaway ride un a "fast over in a to-en where a dance was
St.' Louis
54 74 422 29
story that Clark Gable told
Written For The United Press
swats Ilbe k esti,...ay and adJetn1nd sestd.e, per Foss SUR 0119' Pittsburgh
50 79 388 33ts caboose." He claimed I was loo being held. Kicking up a heel was
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Spears says be recalls one rear- they get Garbo to play ner mother.
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days of railroadins My ride cf r- end collision to one of his (might:
Greta gushed. "This is just the
Brooklyn 10 St Louis 4
tainly wasn't a planned one, it was The engineer following the Spears
break rve been waiting for"
Cincinnati 4 Philadelphia 3, night
a means of escape ham punish- train wasn't watching his knitting
Eddie Fisher. the Coca Cola boy,
Only games ,ch:duled.
ment for doing rather badly in and rammed "four-cars deep into
and P011y Bergen, the Pepsi -Cola
seventh grade arithmetic.
my
train."
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girl, are effervescing. Mamie Van
"
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:s Yvonne de
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so well with
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ed his retirement.
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Seen at the Beachcomber: NoSTORES EASILY!
Spears said he was 52 years and yetbody Too dark.
A pharmacist for fifty years who has never taken a
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• ROLLS EASILY!
Shakeup on NBC's Walock-Arvacation. he and Mr:Z Dulaney plan an extensive tour of Milwaukee at Brooklyn. night
rfsthe time on the freights. a good
gut tte "Do It Yourself Show":
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about litr,
comeTomorrow a (same&
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Washington at Detro.t
somewhere.
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GOberis really not -short.
New York at Kansas City, night
He only locks that way because
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American League
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Today's Games

JAMES M. LASSITER

ISN'T SUMMER GLORIOUS?

livestock
Market

vesAlte:da [sane Rodo•!-hio. held by her father In Winsted,
Conn.,
receives a tamhoid ince:ion from nurse Allele Sturm Typhoid
%teethe eas ros el to flooded northeastern cities %filch were
without
water
(liststrstatIonal Scrioulphot•J

1),T1't run short of cash for those school
expenses. Just phone 130 and have your
ruptir.v 'reserved -- today.. Small monthly
payments can tide you over.

MURRAY LOA1 (1.

Fart- THE PRACTICE OF; LAW

ST LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKYARDS LP - Livestock:
Hogs 13.000 Run largest since
May Trading slower than usual
Weights barrows and gilts 150 !he
up 25 cents off. instances 50 cents
lower. lighter weights and sows
steady to 25 cents lower Bulk No
1 and 2 and 3 200 to
lbs 1025
to 1650. few No. 1 and 2 1665:
about 250 head No 1 and 2 200 to
240 lbs 1675. 260 to 290 lbs mostly
2s and Is 15 60 ta 1625. 170 to 190
lbs 15 75 to 1625. 150 to 170 lbs
14.75 to 1575. 120 to 140 lbs 13 25
to 1425. sows 400 lbs down 14 00
'o 1525; few 275 to 320 lbs 1550:
leaver sows 11 15 ui 13 50, boars
81E to 11 50.
Cattle 9.000 Calve: 1.700 Ile,eipts include 110 loads of beef
steers. 40 loads of hEifers and mixed yearlings, high percentage of
receipts good and choice includ:ng
oumerous. loads average to high
• noice steers Not enough done to
establish trend Scot ral loads good
and choice heifers and mixed yearrigs steady at 20.25 to - 22.25: Josluding too car shipment choice
heifers at 2200, 20 per rent of
..un cows, ft w utility and commercial steady at 1030 to 1200:
so canners or cutters sold, buls
+rid vealers steady: utiiity ing
sonsmercral bulls 12 to 1400: good
and choice vealers 20 to .23 00: hizh
..hoice arid pr.rne 21 to 26 00
Sheep
1.500
Supplies . mostly
*rucked in spring lambs Fow year..ngs or slaaahter ewes. apeinrig
'low, not folly eataolished Ea. Ix
west. -.e' 17
to 2006 for few lots choice Ctilny
and _good 15 to
00, goad and
,.hoice yearling wethers 17.00.
-

Murray
Drive-hi
-- SHOW STARTS AT 7:15
Reel:tinning Saturday, Sept. 3rd
TUESDAY

Professional Building

& WEDN'DAY

"THE BIG SLEEP"
starring HIUMPHRFT BOGART
and LAIREN BACALL

204 So. 5th Street
_.

FREE

Jet

FRE
E
Boys Bicycle and

Girls Bicycle

JUST TO TAKE role mind off tog days, here's curvaceous Jean
Jarman In a fetching stance on Miami Beach. Fla. (international)

GIVEN AWAY FREE

PIGEONS

BLOW INTO
',WACO IN BLIZZARD

o- Tot weather
was ja.st beammna to warm up in
Chases° when a mother pigeon
'mint her •neon
Edna Whaleys window
In a short time, there were four
brand new eggs in the nest
Then a blizzard hit' Clurago
Winos
repched peaks of 61
miles pre hour lashed sr.,iw against
Mrs Whales % window. •
Mrs. Whaley told a . heigbhor
surely all be dead by ma:n,1041.I Next morons. when she looken
out, the eggs were gane In their
place woo e four healthy baby pa goons. hatched during the hiirI

In The

SAT.SEPT.3 RD AT 8,PM
Boys and Girls
SCHOOL AGE THROUGH 14 YEARS
Above. An III.
Iot;
.
;.tevi. Forrest in a scene
from -Bed
e%ed.'
M
iii ititi. story seldom 'filmed
and mill+ les; 11.•iiietiti, ili.-4tistied.
opens t.•ilav
Vii
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, DO NOT HAVE TO RE PRESENT TO WIN
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WANT

Ni
Bauann Real Estate
48, night 1402.

Ageioy

••

Ph See Hoyt Iteberts, Baucum
i SEE THE TERR1E LEE DOLLS
SIC Estate Agency, Phone 48.
night Featuring the new Sleepy - Eyed
phone
1447,
FOR SALM: 5 ROOM. HOUSE on
SIC 20 inch baby, Connie Lynn, at
FOR
7 ROOM
So. 8th 91 on lot 75x200 ft. east FOR
your
SALE: 4 ROOM HOUSE, 3 the Cherry's. Lay away
located 2
S from neiv eeTool front, nice
home, reasonable price. porches. Good
Tarrie Lee-ter Christmas and ger'
on So. I
well and outbuildSt. This house is G.I. loan
free $1:00-werth of clothes. This
bal. $5000.00, enn be ings. 3 lots.
Close to Almo School,
leeated
let 100x150 ft. with transferred
offer good antil. Sept. 15.
Payments. $40.00 per Call 10241-W after 500
SIC
extns
p.m.
e space of 25x75 ft. Mo.
S6C
Hoyt noberts, Baucum
This I
obra: better homes Real See
NTD
TIC
1:1VII
LL
- NOT BE REEstate' Agency. 'Phone 48,
Mu
brick
FOR SALE: LADY'S 21" WAR- / sponsible for an* -debts other than
ond frame, night 1447.
S1C
strobe,
my
,sterect, ap ,roughly
Samonite
own.
on and after this date
. Like new. Holinsulated,
lynvood bed with plastic- head- Leon Spicelend.
iiictric has'
,rge taaity room, FOR SALE: NEW
A31P
3 BEDROOM board. Call 121.4,
By WILLIAM EWALD
'ge *creel, . porch, 2 car garA31C
HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED United Press Staff Correspondent
age, beautiful hardwood floors, brick house on paved street 3
blocks from
high school. This
new against termites. Five year
NEW YORK
- Walt .D:sney,
lots of eloset space, several fruit house has large
noey pine living FOR SALE: NEW 3 BEDROOM guarantee insured. We spray for who got ahead by building a bettrees,
brick home. Natural birch kitchen
vines and lots of room, nice size kitchen, with
ants, moths, silver fish, mosquitos, ter mouse, is mixing a giant new
lots
shrubs,
H.A. loin that can I of cabinet spsice, bath with colored cabinets, garage, utility room with roaches,
and chmese elm
trees. "Mickey" for the fall. •
bet
automati
c
or can secure new fixtures and
washer.
75x150. See Kelly Exterminator and Pest
built in dressing
This Mickey, according to adConloan,
is vacant can give table, 3 nice size bedrOcans, utility owner, 804 - Vine.
A30P trol. Kelly Produce Co. Phone 441 vance reports,
should be a knockun
_possession. See Hoyt room with shower and large carSl9C out.
dier
and
manager, port with cone:rem arrve to street.
MONUM
ENTS
Disney,
who recently
pushed
•
(Murray Marble and Granite works. COIN OPERATED MACHINES - Davy Crockett to
a popularity alAMMO, to Irsistioxgoe's rustle
Builders of fine memorials for Installed free, on profit sharing most as wide as
that of the noover half century. Porter White, basis. Phonographs, pinballs, shuf- return beer bottle,
has dubbed his
fleboards, etc. 24 hour service.
ACROSS
se-Martel* room
Manager
.
Phone
;;;HI
121.
UNUPW
autumn TV effort, "The Mickey
S2C
31 -Ele•Arlfied
Phone 1500, nights 1096? P & N
I-Deface
flU71U14
:.;
particle
4-Part of leg
Amusement Co., Paris, Tenn. S21P Mouse Club." The show, wellco
1Q UVW
211- Limb
1.6119
FOR SALE: JUST RECEIVED A
makes its debut Oct. 3 over same
19-Ireland
Maki
'ARM
1140-Alotract being
large load of used furniture. Nice CONVALESCENT HOME. R000.1 90 ABC-TV stations, will be a one174110WU
41-lart of "to be
WU
;•lot of chitferobes and dressers, board, laundry and nursing care hour, five-a-week affair.
42-Large truck,
61(110(2111 114_1404.410
U
44-1 'Lill
desk tables for students, odd twin 'for old people. Arecomodations for
11111W r:JN
Ian title
47-Mutuat
The Mickey Mouse Club is shapfa411r4C4103
beds, springs & mattresses, also both men and
ut feeling
agreenien t
women. Rates per
61-Titie of respeet
l211 .-:1(4111W
ing up as a kind of visual bouilequite a lot of antique pieces. May- month $80.00
is for
62-Prophet
aiid
up.
Murray
Rest
(kik
(11111(Ma
ii
IOLI
baissee. It'll be split up into 15field Salvage Store, 205 E. Broad53-Periods of time
MOW
Home, fifth and Elm streets, Mur7.321$11
Is•
64-Conipage point
minute segments and on ,tap .are
way.
SIC ray, Ky. Phone 1767.
With lever
65-Encounter
la4131111113 atill4E4511
A30C :nen tid-bits as aenewsr
I•h
66-Ftemalnder
eey geared
rpor
fa-Dial:are
t
ALE CHECKUP: FOR ALL kinds expressly for small fry, an explorIT
4- Undergarmstlt
DOWN
of wheel aligning and balancing. er's club, a sports series, serials
Idly
5-4'hteken
• not
6-Pieca put In
t-Ref us* from
Have It done the Bear Way. Hen- and a whole slew of Mickey Mouse
7-In want
gratie•
FOR RENT: SMALL HOUSE ON don's Service Station, John Gro- and Denald Duck cartoons.
of
ater
II -Superiority
2Sanilarac tree
Also on the menu are a circus
ylontan
Farmer Avenue,'•4 rooms, bath, gan, Mgr.
MottaMinedaa
1t-Be indignant
83C
commandeer
at
day, a what-do-l-want-to-be-whenhot water Call 964-J-1.
SIP
10-Pose for
I grow-up series and the very erica
portrait
3
4
1
g
?
fit
i
.0
./
it-Pedal digit
FOR RENT: 5 ROOM HOUSE,
.
man-a Mickey Mouse Club jazz
Female Help Wanted
11-Svrnbol for
utility and garage Running water.
combo.
nickel
I
/,..•
,3
1$-Comb, forest
Coldwater Road. B. If. Dixton. 209
As far as sponsorship gces, the
dawn
WANTED, W OM AN COMPANION
Maple, Murray, Ky.
ff
fl-Fondle
A31P
new show ,already is a success. It
for elderly lady. No hou..:-e Work.
24-Parent (eollop.)
has lined up 14 sponsors in its 20
7a•
IS-Latin for
A31NC
FOR RENT: IF YOU WANT TO Phoile 1559.
r
-journey'
quarter-hour time slots and three
PS-Paper measure
rent
washing
a
machine
for
30
24 2S 2a
more backers are expected to sign
OFFICER BOARDS SUB
27-Get up
days call
G. Richardson. phone
.211-WIntsIIke
up within one week. In. its 5:00 to.
THE HARD WAY
PS-rrr,h ibit
74.
A31C
6 pm. suet, the program is ex30,R hallow vows'
;/*
4
\3°
$2- Regenera to
SAN DIEGO, Calif, -- dti - pected to drew in the
V
A 55
// NO
neighborrr/•
23-0en us of cattle
Chief Petty 'Officer R. E. Berry has hood of 25 million viewers,
$11--Chteese
e
s
`iii
32
Sf-Make secure
found a new way to board his ves- offhand, seems like
-.7
> 58
a prett.
21-Ent
na
sel at sea.
444t
,
r tal
neighberhood.
41
n's
Berry misted the Submarine RatNOTKE:t BLUE GYM • SHORTS,
Imam*
,/,'"
1.1 we
Global, F11na Shot/Dag
Me
0v
$1.00 a pair at Jeffrey's, East Main ton When it sailed' on' roultOf ,.,
art
Icte
'Right now, camera crews are
0 /
Street,
S3C training maneuvers off California's
44-Cbme•st
-•
....?
$,
shooting all over the globe in prei
45-One
southern coast.
enIumbuire
SPECIAL PRICES ON "BACK,TO
ja
.,5
The exercises called for the eratien for the show, all af ,wh
ships
Permane
School
nt Wavi". Atm in- Raton to submeege to the bottom will be on film. The kiddie
se-marine card
-.
b•
47-noctr1n•
As
ify
•
guar ooUt tse. New Liunp Hair- in order to train submari
ne rescue reel, for example, will 7
45-Born
••••••••
. -Cut see the- Cetiere-BratrtY 'St:" ie-71-afori. --Vie
45-4thror in Irate
- le-leased in oil IIIet.--1tVellii - at:-i-baY --hintfig
it
pogo....Imam
•
10-Ethiopian title
Open every day. Tel. 648.
SIC slick which was spotted by a plane Portugal, a boys' kite core.
and the submarine rescue ship Tokyo, a junior rodeo in th.ar,:egUSS. Chanticeer rushed to the ton and a marble shooting contest
in New York. For its explorer's
scene.
Contact was made and a sub- club, viewers will be taken on
marine diving bell was attached to a shark hunt, to a wild horse roundthe Raton's escape hatch. That up and down in the drink with a
skin-diving family.
ended the drill except Olereated by Kew f ealerve Sinatra/di
There will be "painless' educaWh.en the hatch was opened.
Chief Berry stepped into the sub tional bits, too, dealing with the
CH A PT1...4 TH1It 1 k.r....N her own supper and reread Minciaa
-Oh, yea, for all the good It from the bell and reported for weelengs of the human body, safeING the time ot her wistful letter.
does me.'
duty.
aming over Curtis. Alexty lessons and nature studies of
Then she sat In her chair and
"'Well, ru tell you, ma'ain,' the
as
r, Ann treasured her time thought
about Linda Van Sant. boss said, "if you
NANCY
ever call up here
alone with those lantasies, and to She
had never liked the tall, cool, and don't
By
Ernie
RI:shanties,
get
an answer, then's
any ea Adam's efforts to amuse or good-loo
klne nurse. Without know- when you'd better
run like hell!'"
at her, she vvoeld say, short- ing why,
I
WISH
WISH
Ann had always found
I
I
Adam looked up, grinning. Ann
WISH
••••
ly
don't feel like it."
that Van Sant aroused a certain had
turned toward the bedroom.
TEN
HAD
re you sick, Ann?"
A
I
defensive feeling tn her. She'd "I'm
HAD
I WISH
cold," she said over her
o-o, not really. It's justDOLLARS
used to think it was her clothes: shoulder
HUNDRED
MILLION
. "Rinse the dishes, will
'a the change In water and Van Sant
would praise something you? Any food draws
DOLLARS
the roaches
te. It affects some more than Ann
DOLLARS
wore in a patronizing way
other, Maybe you should see a that made
her feel dowdy. "That's
She climbed into bed. He finelect, r "
a sweet little dress."
ished his meal, rinsed the dishes
"1.1 be all rirht. What I should
Perhaps It had all been because then came
into the bedroom. "I'll
have : a baby!"
she was laughing at Aan, fooling
Aft.'s
take me a quick shower," he said,
"V1 , ve got lots of time," he her
laying out the next day's clothes
said . it-hanciedly.
Ann straightened in her chair. on
Itatik
a chair. Adam was as neat as
Adam had no intention of "over- She
remembered!
Her
whole a pin.
extereling' himself again. The last "trouble
" with Adam had dated
He talked to her from the bathtime tie did that, it had. very near- from
,his first meeting with Van room.
over the whirr of his razor,
ly sir eked their marriage. Chin
1
1.
!
0
Sant! Suddenly it seemed all too
aus
through the rush of the shower.
"men meant expenses, and It would
clear. The love and tenderness
He'd got another contracting job
be 1 , trees more fair to all conABE
which there had beeri between her -there'
s where he'd been, not up
cern I, to wait.,
and Adam had cooled after that
•
at the Project This was to build
13,.! to Ann his caution seemed meeting.
-E--eaneeeHe'd stopped buying Ann a patio for a
cold .1: tifference.
woman. fhe name
las Ogg 11
13‘....e.sayear ea carom-•••
little presents, he'd changed in so
Wt.
C•p• I•13 •• woo/ Pomo* 1.•••••••
meant nothing to Ann.
0:. ime particular evening, Ann many
5,410
little ways-well, no wonHe stuck his wet head, bare arm
batl.. I, dressed and got ready to der
ABBIE aii;-SLAYS
that their feeling for each and shoulder
. do le i shopping. She still wore the
around the door.
By Rawburn Van Buren
other had frozen as solid as a "She's
a big shot," he told her,
clothes she had brought from Mae
block of green ice!
A FEW SHORT MONTHS AGO
rTODAY THE MERE MENTION OF
and waited. "Well, say soniething!"
IT'S
CROCKETT, AND WHAT
DAVY
sestiel. Once she'd priced a Mexican
She'd been legroughly trusting he
THIS MAN WAS PRACTICALLY
HIS NAME CAN CAUSE MORE
cried then.
WELL, AII2.SPROCKETTSIR- THAT'S WHO
blouse and full skirt in a Plaza and
ABOUT
N THE NAME
dumb! Ethelred suspected that
UNKNO
OUTSID
WN
OF
E
EXCITE
"lt'e fine." Her voice was reMENT THAN WAVING
I THINK WE'VE SOLVED
shop. and had been horrified. She ummethi
TIME: I'M
IT IS
OF THUNDER.
ng was wrong, but she'd mote.
HISTORY
DUSTY
FEW
A
-OR
FLAG
A
GIVING AWAY
THE PROBLEM OF HOW
,egaa t o tourist with a fistful of
TIRED OF
DOES THAT HAVE
not thought there actually had
BOOKS. TODAYHe turned off the water. "Is
Tits
REFRIGERATORS
rls checks!
TO MAKE YOU LOVABLE! BEING
STOP
It DO WITH
been another woman/ But, of
something wrong with you?" he
S., ; hat evening she wore a gingORATING AND
MOST-HATED
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Appearance
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tverything from beavers to, datorrioue'eirjrlddles. He'll also ride herd
the show as guests.
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on p group of 24 talented kids
And according to Disney insidMusic, as in most Disnliej
who'll
wing and dance under the ers,
tlerthe dope has it that by hie
prises, wilt play a large' hart free
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end "The Mickey Mouse teirlimtio
The Mouseketeere, ranging in hot.
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will be sure hits. But perhaps the age from 5 to 14, figure to be
the
top contender for click status is most envied kids in the nation.
a song that will be played every The'll be a permanent
troupe
day on the . show called "The *hold cavort on the yntire second
Mickey Mouse Club March." Par- quarter hour of the show live days
ents had better brace themselves a week..
!or it.
The, group will sport a special'
Meuseketeer. uniform - a shart"The Mouseketeers"
sleeved turtle .neik sweater with
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en the show will be a former
Mouseleteer insignia on the back.
Arthur Godfrey performer-, Jimmy
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Dodd. Dodd will sing, play someMouse felt caps 'with long ears
thing , called the mouseguttar, suand will award free cepa to other 15th at ,Poplar - Call 47i;
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talented small fry who app.
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**slow." As Pertinent to the early
Spears says be recalls one rearthey get Garbo to play ner mother.
6 New York 3
days of railroading. My r.de cer- end collision to one of his fleights
Greta gushed. "This is just the
Brooklyn 10 St. Louis 4
tainly wasn't a planned one, it was The engineer following the Spears break
I've been waiting for:"
Cincinnati 4 Philadelphia 3. night
a means of escape trim punish- train wasn't watching his knitting
Eddie Fisher. the Coca Cola boy,
Only tarots :cheduled.
ment for doing rather badly in anti rammed -four-cars deep into
and Polly Bergen, the Pepsi Cola
seventh grade arithmetic.
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girl, are elervescing. Mamie Van
Ledger and Times File
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Caboose Called "Way Car"
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•om
Kansas City
53 73 414 24s, M. and St_ L, and later with sthe
right. Davy Crockett's doing stiafternoon.
Washington
46 79 _368 30'i Great Northern, later. I took many
well the Kit Carson estate has
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer of Murray. and Mr. Baltimore
a fast ride in a, caboose'
41 84 .3211 35
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and Mrs. H. E. Brandon. Jr.. and little son. Ronnie.
time of year in California that
read about the fictional lore of the
Princeton have--.returned home from a visit with the
tourists :ire dropping in ,,on the
old reeds. Every told-hire ailrnadJewell Brandons'in Live Oak. Fla. Enroute the group
Selatives who moved out here to
Baltimore 6 Detroit 0. 1st
er. be says; had his share of
-visited St. Augustine. Sifter Springs. Daytona Beach. and Balt.more
avoid tbem.
4 Detroit 3. 2nd
thrills. but nothing like the "young
• came back by -way of Memphis to visit Miss Sadie Nell Boston at Kansas City,
California is growing in leaps
ppd. rain whipper -snappers writers of the
Brandon.
gild bounds Latest populanon esOnly games scheduled
fiction field wculd have you beInmate: Leaps. 75,000, bounds, 72,lieve..."
FORTUNAT MICHAUD fabove1 5o0 HGvi'ard Hughes' cat died and
-The old time 'way Cars.' " he
Is the 15-year-old boy held in
lift him 10-million dallawr Howard
Says, "were of the best. We had
Saco, Me, in the beating death
by the way, will attempt t.) fly
Baltimore *at Cleveland. night
sleeping quarters, a stove with an
of ports Trudeiu, 11, ITU MusD around the world non-stop. He's
Washington at Detroit. night
oven for cooking, 'and we never
body was found in a woods after casting blonde, mechanics now They
New York at Kansas City. night left base without a bunch of suptie was queatlOnel several hours say Gloria Swanson will try to
Bostc
,
Chicage right
plies."
(Isfrritational) top
about ittr,
her -sunset Boulevard" comeback with "Hollywood Freeway,"
but right now there's a bottleneck
Washington at Detro.t
somewhere.
Batt.oral
etererirrid
GeO-iae- OOEier-is ire-ally not short
.
New York at Kansas City. night
He only looks that way beeaute
Boston at Chicago
of his height. Zga Zsa •Gabor has
4
a ;pew man. Oh, that girl and her
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Five Years- -.17,9 Today

Today's Games
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Seen at Romanoll's: Romarioff
an Army. WAC when her dimensions were reporIed at 52-24-34. Seen at the Farmer's Market: A
Then they discovered she'd been farmer.
•
measured with her knapsack still
on he: back.
Beatty ,For TV? '
Hollywood has made some pictures you wouldn't go out of your
house to see. Now, tharklis ta televiSion, you don't have to.
What with Lassie, Rin Tin Tin.
Flicka. Black Beauty and other
animals on TV, word comes that
CBS has hired Clyde. Beatty as
program director. He doesn't have
an office - just a whip and chair.
Get Clark Gable to tell you the
Cleo Moore story that Morey An.
sterdam told him. Get Cleo Moore
to* tell You the Morey Amsterdam
stogy that Clark Gable told her.
Get Morey Amsterdam, tion: Don't!
•
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retirement.
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• STORES EASILY!

Tomerrow's Games

• ROLLS EASILY!
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• CLEANS EASILYI
ONLY

American League

esterlaii Cames -

TYPHOID SHOT FOR DIANE

•••

4995
,VE

UP 10 00 MONTHS TO PAY!
THIENFS A LOT of st-..7:•rito '1
this sad look on face of Mrs.
Mary Jean Roveto, 33. She is
shown In custody. after admitting she stole something like
*11,000 from her -employer,--the: Bon-Tel Building company, and
squandered it On horse bettinx•'
and clothes_ A bookkeeper, she
manipulated checks and bank
deposit,,.
. (international)

Como in for a I.e. a. ronStf•hoftl
No obl,gol.ni

faLBREY'S
PHONE 831
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Today's Games

Tomorrow s lsames

JAMES M. LASSITER
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ISN'T SUMMER GLORIOUS?

Livestock
Market

60.rgAgapto I isne Rocdc,*. h.o. held ty her father in Waisted.
Cortn...
recel‘f• a.-"hold in:ection from nurse Al.ce Sturm. Typhoid vacetne v
- •1 to flooded northeastern cities which were without
water
•
(istentational Souls4ptiot01

rAtliNtri
c4"
DA..
•

Don't run short of cash for those school

rxpenses. Just phone I 30 and have your

inonrv reserved -- today. Small month])
payments can

i

you over.

MURRAY LOA) tAi.
•
Inc,

His Offices

III The

Professional -Building

TUESDAY & WEDN'DAY
"THE BIG SLEEP"
starring lit MPIIRF I' BOGART
And 1.AI RUN BACALL

204 So, 5th Street

FREE

FREE

Boys Bicycle and Girls Bicycle
Jusif TO Mgt your mind off log days, here's curvaceous
Jean
Jarman In a fetching stance on Miami Beach, Fla. I
interatottomidt

GIVEN AWAY FREE

rtt;coNs

BLOW INTO
GICAGO IN BLIZZARD

AGO - Tyic - weather
was past- Catiprireng to warm up in
Chicago oaten. a isoistner pseoson
taunt ,her nest on Mrs Edna Wha- I
ley*, window
•
---bre• a short time -tpere were four
brand new eggs in the nest
Then a blizzard hit Chicago
ilifincio which reached. peaks of it
miles ge hour lashed sna* agert
Mrs Whaley's window
Mrs
Whaley told a neigbhor
'they'll surely all he dead by ma.nIns
Next morning, when she looker:
toe aggs were ''grine In thei:.
A pirece we le tchir . healthy -baby Pi
soon., hatched rhiring the hill-

Murray
Drive-In
-- SHOW STARTS AT 7:15
itegininning Saturday. Sept. 3rd

-

tide

The New Location Of

FOR THE PRACTICE OF LAW

ST LOUIS NATIONAL, STOCKYARDS IP - Lixest,x-it
Ho;,s 13.000 Run iartest since
May Trading slower than usual.
Weights barrows and gilts 130 lbs
up 25 cents off: instances 50 cents
lower, lighter weights and sows
.steady to 25 cent. lower Bulk No.
1 and 2 and 3 200 to 260. lbs 1621
to 1650. few No 1 and 2 18 45:
about 250 head Ni 1 and 2 200 to
240 lbs 1675, 260 to 290 lbs mostly.
2s arid 3s 15 60 to 1625, 170 to 100
lbs 15 75 to 1623. 150 to 170 lbs
14.75 to 1575, 120 to 140 lbs 132.5
to 1423, sows toe 11?-s down 14 00
'o 1525. few 275 to 320 lbs 15 50.
:wavier se.ses 11 15 to 1350. boars
Boo to 1150.
tattle 9.000 Calves 1 700 Re, eipts ,nelude 110 loads of beef
,teers. 40 loads of heifers and mix'
"d yearlings. high' 'percentage of
receterta good and choice including
-,umerbus loads average to high
hoice steers Not enough done to
establish trend Several loads good
ind choice heifers and mixed year:alga steady at 20 25 to 22.25: Iiluding two car shipment choice
neiferS at 2200. 20 per cent of
un cows. Ti w utility and corn-nercial steady at 10 50 to 1290'.
no canners
cutters sold, bulls
and ./eaters clearly, utility ind
c-ommerclet bails 12 1,, 1400: good
and choice vealers 20 to 2300. high
..hoice and prin.' 13 to 21100
Sheep
1.500
Supplies
moialy
trucked in spring lambs Few yell
,np or slaush-ter. ewes. opening
slow, not fully established. Ea,ly
voles spring lambs weak ti; ID 50
to- not or. few
lots choice. Utility
and good 15 to 11 0(1, good And
choke yearling. wethers 17.00.
-- -

AnnoUlic-es

SAT.SEPT.3 RD AT 8,PM
Boys and.Girls
,

SCHOOL AGE THROUGH 14 YEARS

•
„

Al,0% c,
;liar 7•teve Forrest Iii M
e•ene
from "Berii.tillerl.- a it write' story seldom filmed
and nua. h {vs,. it titiScii; it dist•ussed. "Bedevilled'.
tilit'os today ill llo•
rhoiitro, f
ris a liettrtnyt-•

e.t.a.....

REGISTER at BELK-SETTLES
DO NOT HAVE TO RE PRFSENT TO
WIN
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Baucurn Real Estate
48, night 1447.

PAGE THRES
everything from beavees ,
to dines mougekeriddles. He'll also
ride herd the show as guests.
ea ere
DO 5 group of 24 talented kids
Music, as in most Disney, enterAnd according to Disney insidsung and dance under the
prises, will play a hinge 61.41.111i
ers, the dope has it that by tat'
elegtht handle, "The Mousek
cte- fall the mouse bonnets may maki
the club. Insiders are predicting
ers.":
that two numbers,. "I'm N.rt Pic
even Davy Crockett's coonsk:n old
end "The Mickey Mouse Marnde
The Moueeketeers, ranging in hat..
,"
will be sure hits. But perhaps
the age porn 5 to 14, figure to be the
top contender for click status
is moss envied kids in the nation.
a song that will be played
every The'll be a permanent troupe
day on the , show called "The who'll cavort on
the entire second
Mickey Mouse Club March." Par- quarter hour of the
show five days
ents had better brace themselves a week.
for It.
The group will sport a special'
Mouseketeer uniform - a short"The Mouseketeers"
sleeved turtle .aeck sweater with
As ..for talent, the chief mouse
their_
rae-S on the frost and the
en the' show will be a fortner
Mousekateer insignia on the back.
Arthur Godfrey performer, Jimmy
They'll also wear special Mickey
Dodd. Dodd will sing, play someMouse felt caps with long ears
thing called the mouseguitar,
15th
Poplar - Call 47t;
su- and will award .free caps to
other
pervise mousekedarees and offer

Agetey. Ph. See Hoyt Roberts,
Baucurn
SEE THE TERRIE LEE DOLLS
SIC Estate Agency. Phone
48, 'night Featuring the new Sfeepy
- Eyed
phone
1447
FOR SALE: 5 ROOM. HOUSE on
SIC 20 inch baby, Connie Lynn,
FOR
SALE: 7 'ROOM HOUSE
at
So. 8th St. on lot 75x200 ft. east
the Cherry's. Lay away
FOR SALE: 4 ROOM HOUSE
located 2 rcits from new seheol
your
3 Terrie
front, nice home, reasonable price.
Lee
on So.
for
porche
Christr
s. Good well and outbuildnes and get
h St. This house is G.1.
loan bal. $5000.00. can be ings.
located on
3 lots. Close to Almo School. lime $1.00 worth of clothes. This
100)(150 ft
with tranderrexl. Payments
$40.00 per Call 1028-W after
offer good until Sept. 15.
extra garde', -pare of 2.5x75
SIC
5.00 p.m.
ft. mo. See Hoyt ree3erts,
S6C
Baucurn
-----This is one Of L-1.2 better homes
NOT/CK: I WTLL NOT BE REReal Estate' Agency. Phone 48,
.::
Murray, brick
and frame, night 1447.
FOR SALE: LADY'S 21" WAR- sponsible for any debts other
than
SIC
.stered, thoroughly
drebe, Samonite. Like new. Hol- my own, on and after this
insulated,
date.
Lyctric heat, large Ul.,ity room,
lywood bed with plasties. head- Leon Spiceland. A31P
1-71Lge screened porch, 2 car gar- FOR SALE: NEW 3 BEDROOM board. Call 1214.
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age, beautif u1 hardwood • floors. brick house on paved street 3
HAVE YOUR HOME TREATED United Press Staff Corresponden
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blocks from
high school. This
now against termites. Five year
NEW YORK Ile - Walt Dance
lots of
et space, several fruit house has large
noey pine living FOR SALE: NEW, 3 BEDROOM guarantee insured. We
who
got
spray for
ahead by building a bettrees,
vines and lots of room, nice size kitchen,
brick home. Natural birch kitchen
with lots
ants, moths, silver fish, mosquitos, ter mouse, is mixing
shrubs.
a giant rea
F HA. loari that can of cabinet space. bath
with colored ethinets. garage, utility room with roses, and
chinese elm
trees. "Mickey" for the fall. a
be tr
or can secure new fixtures and
automatic
washer. 75x150. See Kelly Exterm
built in
dressin
g
inator
and Pest ConThis Mickey, according to adloan
owner. 604 Vine.
is vacant can give table, 3 nice size bedroarna
A3OP trol. Kelly Produce Co. Phone
utility
441. vauce reports, should be a knocktr/M
possession. See Hoyt room with shower
and large carS19C out.
Roberta
owner
and
manager, port with conerese arrve to street.
MONUMENTS
Disney, Who
recently
pushed
Murray Marble and Granite works. COIN OPERATED MACHINES - Davy
Crockett 'to a popularity alAnswer to Yostardar's Russia
Builders of fine memorials for Installed free, on profit sharing
most as wide as that of the neover half century. Porter White, basis. Phonographs, pinballs, shufACROSS
fleboards, etc. 24 hour service. return beer bottle, has dubbed t.
35-Drawing room
Manage
r.
Phone
121.
UMUPW
52C
47 -9.11e,. trifled
Phcale .1500, nights 1096. P & N autumn TV effort, "The Mick,
W4PW:fla rIUMUWI:
pe1lets
910 UMW
U-Limb
Amusement Co., Paris, Tenn. S21P Mouse Club." The show, svhi •
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FOR SALE: JUST RECEIVED A
$S- Ireland
makes its debut Oct. 3 over son.
MOW --IUMMP W4M
40- la tract being
large load of used furniture. Nice CONVALESCENT HOME.
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41-Part of -to boROOM 90 ABC-TV stations, will be a or :410,
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42-1.argo trucks
1400Mill
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Ian Otto
47- 81 tit ual
s for
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t feeling
beds, springs & mattresses, also both
agreement
The Mickey Mouse Club is sicie
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ing up as a kind of visual bottle.lot
a
of
antiqu
e
re for.
pieces.
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82-Prophet
and
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Murra
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Rest
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63-Periods of time
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DIMOW
;
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14-Compass pond
way.
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minute segments and on tap
68-Encounter
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Tort r.
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Have it done the Bear Way. Hen- and a whole slew of Mickey 15:
7-In want
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and Dcnald Duck cartoons.
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11 -Superiority
Gro2-13. Indignant
11-51ohammedao
Farmer Avenue, 4 rooms, bath, gan, Mgr.
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13.3C
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10-Pose far
SIP
portrait
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0 r/
It-Pedal diatt
FOR RENT: 5 ROOM HOUSE,
man-a Mickey Mouse Club his:
17-Symbol for
Utility and garage. Running water.
nickel
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19-Comb form:
Colcheater Road. B. H. Dixton, 209
As far as sponsorship
dawn
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87
Maple. Murray, Ky.
211.- Fondle
A3IP
fur elderly lady. No house work. new show already is a success.
24-Parent (rollog.)
IS-Latin for
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up
14
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-Journey.
quarter-hour time slots and the
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rent a washing machine for 30
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e:9
:
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o423 21 25, 24
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27-Get up
more backers are expected to se
OFFICER BOARDS SUB
days call M. G. Richardson, phene
up within one week. In its 5:00 '
THE HARD VVAV
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74.
A31C
30-Shallow yawl
6 pm. spot, the program is
112-Regen era to
SAN DIEGO, Calif.
ius - peeled to draw in
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the ne
_el
Cnief Petty Officer R. E. Berry has hood of
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25 million viewers, o.
34
57
37-Make secure
found
a
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board
his
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sel at sea.
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neighborhood.
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Berry
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missed
E:1
submar
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43-Ind,finit•
Global Finn shooting
11 00 a pa.r at Jeffrey's, East Main ton sihen it sailed' on' roan*
,
Street.
44-Chnireet
S3C training maneuvers off California's - night now, camera crews are
446-On r,f
shooting all over the globe in i
southern coast.
Columbus's
SPECIAL PRICES ON ''BACK TO
The exercises called for the eratein for the showeall of w
ships
h
School Permanent Wlve".- Abo in.- Raton
44-Playing card
,to submerge to the bettoin will be on film. The kiddie news47-fleet mine
57
que e
In,, New Lamp Heir- in order to train submar
reel,
exampl
for
41-Bnrri
e,
will feature
ine rescue
Cut at the College Beauty Shop. operate
42-River In Wats
re. she, _released „am. maij4aucbu,te.o3s as a _.1293' .bullfighter u.
era wetarafar.1101/1ma.
60--Ethloplan title
Open eVery'tray:-Ter SO.
slick which was spotted by a plane Portugal, a boys' kite contest .
and the submarine rescue ship Tckyo, a junior rodeo in WashingU.S.S. Chanticeer rushed to the ton and a marble shooting contest
Kene.
In New York. For its explorer's
Contact was made and a sub- shear viewers will be taken on
dietng belt was t-ttlerea to ea Merle Mint to a wild horse 7
the Eaton's escape hatch. That up and down in the drink o
topyrlett. 1154.5, Diaben Saha
skin-diving family.
ended the drill except tatinbuled 5, gag lea:aft ay Adana
When, the hatch was epened.
There will be "painless' educaThief Berry stepped into the sub tional bits, too, dealing with the
'11A
4
ni r own supper and reread Minclies
'"Oh, yea, for all the good it :ruin the bell and reported for eeekngs of the human body, safeING the time of her wistful letter.
does me.'
aming over Curtis Alexduty. .
ty lessons and nature studies of
Then she sat in her chair and
"'Well, I'll tell you, ma'am,' the
ander, Ann treasured her time
thought about Linda Van Sant
boss
said, "if you ever call up here
aeons v.ith those iantasies, and to
NANCY
She had never liked the tall, cool,
and don't get an answer, tnecn's
any sof Adam's efforts to amuse or
good-looking nurse. Without know- when
Interest her, the would say, shortyou'd better run like hell!'"
ing why, Ann had always found
Adam looked up, grinning. Ann
ly. "I don't feel like it."
that Van Sant aroused • certain
had turned toward the bedroom.
"Ar, you sick, Ann?"
defensive feeling in her. She'd
"I'm cold," she said over her
'Ilk a, not really. It's just-"
used to think It was her clothes
: shoulder. "Rinse the dishes, will
'It's the change In water and
Van Sant would praise something
you? Any food draws the roaches
te. It affects some more than
Ann wore in a patronizing way
so."
. Maybe you should ace a that
made her feel dowdy. "That's
She climbed into bed. He fina sweet little dress."
ished his meal, rinsed the dishes
he all right. Vhat I should
Perhaps it had all been because
then came into the bedroom. "I'll
have io a baby!"
She was laughing at Ann, fooling
take me a quick shower," he. said,
als
"W. ve got lots of time," he
herlaying out the next day's clothes
said eft -handed's..
Ann straightened in her chair.
on a chair. Adam was as neat as
Adam had no intention of "over4116%
She
remembered!
Ifer
whole a pin.
extemeng" himself again. The last
"trouble" with Adam had dated
time 1-1, did that, it had very nearHe talked to her from the bathfrom his first meeting with Van
ly the 'kid thor marriage. Chillroom, over the whirr of his razor,
Sant! Suddenly it seemed all too
through the rush of the shower.
rest 'Leant expenre4, and it would
clear. The love and tenderness
He'd got another contracting job
be biller. more fair to all conwhich there had bees between her
-there's where he'd been, not up
rJ, to wait.
and Adam had cooled after that
at
the Project This was to build
to Ann his caution seemed
meeting. He'd stopped buying Ann
cold In fifference.
a patio for • woman, fhe name
little presents, he'd changed in so
reaeSaseeelez e
meant nothing te Ann,
On oee particular evening, Ann
many little ways-well, no wonbathed, dressed and got ready to
tie attack his we head, bare arm
der that their feeling for each
ABBIE
do her shopping. She still wore the
and shoulder around the door.
other had frozen as solid as a
clothe, she had brought from Mis"She's a big shot," he told her,
block of green ice!
A FEW SHORT MONTHS AGO
souri. Once she'd priced a Mexican
and waited. "Well, say something!"
IrTODAY THE MERE MENTION OP
She'd been liproughly trusting
he cried then.
blouse and full skirt in a Plaza
THIS MAN WAS PRACTICALLY
WELL, MP.SPROCKETT- IT'S ABOUT
HIS NAME CAN CAUSE MORE
and dumb! She ad suspected that
shop, and had been horrified. She
"It's fine." Her voice was reUNKNOWN OUTSIDE OF
I THINK WE'VE SOLVED TIME: I'M
EXCITEMENT THAN WAVING
-something was wrong, but she'd
As,* r
mote.
tourist with a fistful of not
THE PROBLEM OF NOW
A FEW DUSTY HISTORY
A FLAG -OR GIVING AWAY
TIRED OF
thought there actually had
'Tuve]. ,'s checks!
He turned off the water. "Is
BOOKS. TODAY TO MAKE YOU LOVABLE! BEING THE
REFRIGERATORS.'
been another woman/ But, of
STOP
something wrong with you?" he
So I at evening she wore a gingcourse, there had been. Now she
MOST-HATED
ORATING AND
shouted.
keess she'd made and worn
could remember many thingsMAN
IN
THE
TELL ME WHO
the summer before, and tucked a
"Should anything be wrong?"
. ,
about the picnic project, and the
WORLD.THERE'S
THE OLD
sweat, r in the bottom of her marasked Ann coolly.
house on Crescent- Why, maybe
FUTUR
NO
E
COOT Is['
k
cart should the sun go down
There being no good answer to
Adam had even planned to live in
IN
IT.
such • below-the-belt question,
she got home, for it turned
that house with Linda!
Adam turned oft the bathroom
once the sun dropped behind
What a blind fool his wife had
the craggy mountains. She bought
light, yid came to bed. "This Mrs.
been!
No wonder Linda had Bohbri
her itepplies, picked up the nine
nk is a writer," he said imlaughed at Ann. She'd even let•
at thee post office box and went
pressivsly. He turned off the lamp,
herself feel guilty over the thrill
n doe.n the street Into the pink
and
lay
down beside her. "If I do a
and the innocent tremors she'd had
tee it the sunset wit-Nett seeing
good lob for her-':
hands-slid
about Dr. Atexantlee-shad been
it. Thew sunsets were always
under Ann's shoulder, she moved
willing to move to New Mexico to
specte , elar, and she-didn't get a
away from him.
get away from that temptation.
tether ;coin home very often.
"You mad because I wae late?"
And all the time, Adam had
This
he asked.
was front Mtnda Belch- been escapi
ng
re. se,
his
•
men
tempta
tion.
er. Aen read it as she walked
"I'm not mad."
Or had he left becauSe Linda was
along, 11/1,
"Well, conic here then and kiss 0119001.13 of the ancient
LIL' ABNER
tired of tnen, and was going to
adobe wall of the governor's pal- marry
rich Mr. Bell?
ace. tele was back in Missouri,
"Don't Adani! I don't want rot)
In any case. Ann had been blind
BUT, MISTAH MUDE).
.
404 1-4
AH HA1N'T GONNA
with I
pcople ol whom Mande
to what should have been perfect- to." She pushed his band away.
IS
HAIN'T •00.GONINA HOLD
wrote. New babies, a wedding, a ly obviou
"You throwing me out 7'
LET HER MIZZUBLE
s.
WANTED
F-IER TO HER PROMISE,
scandal and "tell Adam I Base
"1 don't want to be kisses] ...
LI'L PROM GE STAND
A half-hour later Adam came
TH' B-DOLLAH
.ogig girt-friend the other day. She
Haven't I the right to
AT TH'
INOT -T4 MARRY
home, tired and hungry. Ann
IN' TH'wAY 0'YORE
WEDDIN' IS
"Sure, sure!" he cried angrily,
d to semi him her love. I never served him
BODY
the warmed-over meal lie
?
HAPP
INES
S,
SON
laked Linda Van Sant, hut she cer- withou
put his feet eut on the floor
mARRyiN'
t apology, listened coldly to
agai I, snatched the comfort front
tainly can dress."
the "funny story 1 heard today."
SAM.'?'
the
foot of the bed and padded
Ann's first reaction war to
"Yo- know, every time there's
out to theeirvIng room. "Know
la
Minds% was kidding. '
a puff of smoke up at the Project,
when I'm
went on home, unlocked the the switch
wanted," she 'heard
board lights up like a him grumblrite
e.
punt the cart across the bebop Christ
mas tree. People for
She lay awake: she listened to
Id and hal to answer the miles around
want to know If him turn, and
It was Adam; he would be there's been
growl, and flop, tryan explosion, and 110 ing to
accomodate his long frame
late.
on. Well, It seems that lately
a
and his Urea bones to the couch.
.," said Ann, and hung up, woman
phoned and complained It
opened into a bed, but he made
potroast on the stove would that she
got no satisfaction to her
no move to open It.
dry as leather. Learning to inquiries,
•
said she phoned and whoHe
wanted her to feel sorer far
t 7,500 feet above sea level ever answer
ed would just thy him, and
invite
.. one of Ann's 'major di!- there was no
him back. And she
cause for concern.
wouldn't! Not after that Jetler
S.
•
"But you do get an answrsc?hu
from Minda!
Put hot groceries esteiv. Ale the man asked
'
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New Rugs Higher
Suing Millionaire
in Cost
.xAnd Color
Next
Months —

Activities

Club News

Walt Disney
Answers His Critics

Weddings

Locals

MONDAY, AUGUST 29, 195:1

No Sure Fire
Way To Win
An Argument

TRY FOR $32,000?
•a ,

Tall Persons Have
Greater Difficulty
With Relaxation ,

•

Miss Mathilde -Messner, director
of physical therapy at the Battle
Creek Sanitariwn, said the tall
person has greater difficulty with
posture and relaxation than the
man or women of average height.
"Consider
the tall executive
leaning ever a desk too low for
him," Miss Messier said. "In no
time at all he will develop a ,
humped back, the muscles in his .
neck and shoulders will form intol
tight knots and the pain in the
•
small of his back will reduce his
efficiency:'

PERSONALS

By DELOS SMMI
United Preis Seise's. Editor
NEW
YORK —
a os T. Thornp—Scientists
Chicago —7 otla —Slazhay higher
oiy ana soil have. been visiting seeking the means with which peoprices. brighter color an-ar a higher
ple
van influence other people inhis parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
number of an-made fibers are in
Thompson. Murray Route Three. to changing their minds, have constore for rug buyers darang the
They are
moving from
Boone, cluded that there is not yet a surenext six months.
North Carolina. where Mr Thump. fire. scientific *ay of winning an
General carpet prices will be
soh was head of the department argument.
up two to five per cond. sa.d Paul
Two scientists at the University
of business Aaducation at AppalaMOSEY
ALINE
By
Jones. president of the Natianal
claan State Teachers College to of Illinois experimented -at Ongth
Correspond
ent
Start
Felted
Press
While there is no remedy for
Carpet Institute. woo blamed tole
;deer/ph:I
Tell n
heit
Mr. with the minds of 750 young Air
HOLLYWOOD 11, -; Walt Dabeing tall, she advised that swivel'
increase on the rising &oat of raw
Thump-on has axeuted a position Force recruits and 400 high ...own!
r.ey answered the critirs to ho as
chairs always should be adjusted
rnoter.als.
assistant professor of accounting students. They began their signalDisneyland project today: -The
for comfort. She counseled against
New floor coveriegs at the summents with a 'heory.. which was:
at Memphis State College.
success"
and
public
likes
a
•it,
it's
crossing the legs while seated,
mer furniture markets showed an
If you're going to , ebapape gornecritics
"the
0
must
crazy:*
be
gripping the sides of the chair
' increase in nylon and rayon fabbody's mind, you must I give
Ws been a month and a half day
•with the hands and sitting with
rics and through acceptance of
him an argument %touch appeala,
Changes
have
been
made
since
am:roathe
king's
cartoon
since
the head jutting forward.
the new tufting methods .of prowhich 2 does not rouse too many
41
that initial_ disaster The merry-goa
n...est .piaza....npeeeo at-aaashyduction.
-discounting - tendencies--stot as
"Poor body mechanics is respontcund
was
reduced
from
25
to
10 oh. that's a lot ,of
helm at what most reportera aad,
Tweedy. over-all patterns presible
much
for
bursitis,
neuritis
nonsense—and
critacs called one of the worst Cents. More drinking fountains and which
dominated std colors ranged front
is readily understandaand other ills arising from faulty
benches were added and all but
flascas in Hollywood hstory.
soft oaturai !asides to nee:brill:ant
ble.
circulatiaa " Miss Measner
one
of
the
odes
are
at last in
Vuitton: to the park on...prev.ew
olues and greens.
ed.
It's a sound theory, a.s anyone
flay were bogged down in a traffic working order. .
Rug
manufacturers
predicted
1 2.YEAR-OID Gloria Loekerrnan (right) of lia.L1lIc.re signs auto-.
Sig State In Park
can see. But for every argument
jam. There were long lines far
that brighter colors are •tie comgraphs in New York after spelling her way to the $16,000 plateau
I still think the park is expen- there is a counter-argument which
the rides arm not enough donking
ing thing although soft brown,
in the $64,000 Question TV show,
(International Sound photo)
fountains. The entire project IA'3S sive. Disney originally insisted the of course, is dominating the mind
tan, blue, green. and palit
dubbed atococornmercial" and -too average person would spend $2 or you want to change. The problem
rerna.n popular.
less. But most vasitors wind up of the scientists was how to deal
expensive."
Jones, said that tweed effeets
paying about $4 apiece—not count- with the counter-argument.
and over all abstract design proSince that premiere. Disney reing lunch or souvenirs.
Tried All Ways
bably reached a peak at the sumvealed. he's been hanging around
Miss Patsy Ann Kingins is home
Should you ignore the countermer ahowng
the pork and conducting 'my own
after spending nine weeks at Bear
"We have to charge what we do argument altogether?
Should
you
poll" of the customers.
New York 114 —Feminies gains Creek Girl Scout Camp as superviColors High Tao
because this park cost a lot to acknowledge that
it exists arid will
He predicted that con.aumer_a_asoi
glow with color this tall. But sor of the dining hall She will
Awars Same Critics
huald and maintain. I have no merely indicate that
UME, 21. an office —
it
is
no
good" it'll be a
demand high colors to go with
Although many first - nighters government subsidy — the public is
enter her junior year at Murray
subdued hue.
clerk, is shown with her 3Or should you spell out the counthe emphasis on bright
The new stockings are dyed Rate.
shades
month-old daughter Stephanie complained about the park. -Gosh. my subsidy," Disney said,
ter-argument
in
detail
and try to such
that is becoming general
• • • •
shades as emerald
the people think :t's vecnderful"
the
after filing a, paternity suit -en
green.
mortgaged everything I own destroy it part by part?
furniture butanes:.
oraisge red, midnight blue, and
"You can't pleaae everabody," and put it in jeopardy for tois
Mrs. Voris Wells returned to
Los Angeles asking 966 a
'They
tried
all
these
ways and plum
Wools continue to be the boor
purple. Some have also been her hcme on Murray Route Three
month from Haig M. Prince, 58. Disaa7 .dfaiaaedot-Wojoall _So grOa" park.
tflg! all were effective to a
fiber for woven rags while
given the andesemot treatment— last week after hav.ng undermillionaire real estate operator. erally by the reaction of the public.
And as to those remarks that
ee -- the degree had to be
dominate the tufted ,field.
sparked with green and gold un- gone surgery at the Murray HospiMiss Little charges be is the
Toe never done anything Ir. my the park is commercial, how have measured statisticall
ja But, they
The new tufted synthetics are
father of her baby, and that
dertones and supposed to change tal
life that I wasta panned by I stayed in business all my life? couldn't be positive
as to which
styled in profile textures. mottled
from August 1952 to last April somebody
The criacs know a newspaper ex- waa more effective than the others. color with the change of 4.'o6i-htme
tweeds and an as-ortment of
trysts
"two
held
or
shy
three
shade
"I have blind faith
public. ists by advertising — why, they're
With the high school youths. remodern. moroccan.., and Srand.- • times a week" with Piar.ce at I've never consciously
:et them crazy.
futing the counter-argument rousThe National
navian overstitched .e/fects
his 45-room mansion.
Aasociation , of
that down. Theres always a certain
"We have a lot of free things ed more "discounting tendencies" Hosiery
Manufacturers says this
More natural fer and wood ] they took -numerous weekend ,croup of critics
and gripers ..
in the park No other place has ,n their minas than ignoring the season will be
trips" together to various Callthe first in which
ruffs are being shown in the low- ,
I caanered Disney during a Sec. as high a . quality. I stand here counter argument. But with the
re- the iraustry has tried the deeper
priced range .Tv,zeiede monotoree; forint aticalitaes. (aaterniational) ,.'d
tr.p t. Disneyland to see how. In the park and talk to people cruits. refuting or not refuting
shade.'. Pastel blues, pinks, yellows
and patterned fiber rugs in a
the project ,afapaantristacisairs.
-roveds
a1 who come alang It's the most seemed to make no difference.
and greens have been a specialty
variety of colors are styled far , Mohagan a as organized
as a s'.1: fla-k ir.to the 160-acre amuse- gratifying
gratify
ClartIkation Dangerous Practice
thing—all a've gotten
item for several seasons.
year-around uae.
.
territory in 1805
Trent park from 20.000 to 25,000
Spelling out the counter argufrom the public is thank you's."
The reason for the new shades—
ment seemed to lessen the chances to give a woman
what fashion
of changing the youthful minds.
a....!
experts call the "ore Color look."
This was dangerous, the scientsts with all. accessories blending
insaid because' --ThealncIrisicin of Said Of conefrasting with
a dress
'facts on the other Ede' with which or suit Say a woman
Many people seem* dali of•
has s- mid-,
members of the audience are not night blue dress, she wears
their most important obligations
midalready
the erection of a cemetery
familiar will tend
to night blue stockings.
memorial—simply because they
strengthen their position, thereby
But the association assures the
know so little about RICMOrIAIS
•
reducing the..eftwbornsas 4Use wearer the blue wttt be a subtle
and feel unqualified to make a
persii-asiee
V.
shade—the
in tone of the leg
tuitable selection.
They conducted
their experi- will subdue the hire.
ments in the spring of 1961. The
May we suggest that you send
argument they were urging WAS
for our free booklet "How to
Select a Memorial.- It pictures
that it WAS correct to lunit the
o%er 24 different memorial deKorean War, which was a hotly
- Social Calendar signs and outlines the seven
conafitaversial question then. By
things which should he taken
complex and precisely scientific
into consideration in the selecThuradas. septeenber 1
questionnaires, they had found out
tion of a memorial.
that recuits and high school stuThe Garden Department of the
We also have dozens of medents alike did not believe in a Murray Woman a Club will meet
morial designs on display in our
limited war.
at the club house at two-thirty
once and yards and will he
Since their measurements of re- o'clock
happy lo show you these and
• • • •
sults were elaborate. It has taken
explain the merits of each There
all this time to add them up and
is no obligation and we'll do our
Paper doilies or napkins placed
present the totals to other psy- between fine china plates
best to help NOU solve your
will help
memorial problems.
chologists in a technical journal prevent scratching Outing flannel
of the American Psychological As- or scraps of fine cloth also
can be
soc,ation
used.

Stockings For Fall
Will Glow With
Subdued Colors

PERSONALS
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GINDITIMILD
TODAY and WED.
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WHERE 11 CHILDREN WERE KILLED IK.SCHOOL
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.
41
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4•
SCHOOL BUS lea overturned and freight tram
la In backgrouna at a railroad trolly,
overturned by the careening -hug. The Southern
crossing in Spring City, Tenn, where the
bus, loaded oith about railway freight
struck the bus broadside, kilarog 11 children. All
40 children, failed to make it all the V. ay across.
In far gaaur, I is aboard the LI13 not
killed were injured. (1ItV rnattonal Somesdphoto)

HOTEL COFFEE SHOP HAS
PAINTINGS ON DISPLAY
MILWAUKEE — ila — Crullers and canvases are available to
patrons of the Pfister Hotel's coffee
ship
The hotel formally opened its
'Transient Art Gallery" with 14
paintings by three !peal artists
New paintings will be displayed
every six to eight weeks.
The Pfister, known for its valu•
able collection of liath century
originals, will display Wisconsin
artists* works which have been
selected by Wisconsin Painters and
Sculptors. Inc The paintings are
for sale, but all transactions must
be made directly with the artists.
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Maple

Phone 121%

of Kroehler Living Room Furniture
4-DAY SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY
AUG. 31st
OVER 30 SUITES TO CHOOSE FROM

20 to 50% Discount

PLUS $50 For Old Suite

Regardless of Condition
$75.00 IF BOUGHT IN LAST 5 YEARS
Reg. $296.00 — Nylon - Brown Modern

9-pc. Kroehler

Now $19900

Reg. $229.00

2-pc. Tweed
Reg.

Now $17900

U111 00 — Top Grade Mohair

2-pc. Green

Now 5118960

L S. DUIGUID & Co.
406 Main

war -11••li

Phone 13

Reg. $49.50 .......

SALE $28.88

•

